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◉ Company Introduction
For K-RON CO., LTD. as a company founded on a management philosophy putting priority on customer 

satisfaction, is growing as a company attracting customers confidence and love by producing and 

supplying products such as mould for interior and decorates etc by exerting thorough service and 

pioneering sprit.

All staffs and executives of K-RON CO., LTD. are working hard together to be a responsible company 

so we can get one step further closer to customers by leading an honest corporate culture as well as a 

creative service in response to limitless competition and changes that computerization and globalization 

era demands through the supply of satisfactory products at reasonable prices even under the situation 

that the competition among the relevant industry is becoming intensified. In addition, in order to provide 

high quality eco-friendly products with competitiveness through knowledge management and customer 

satisfaction, we’ll do our best to be a company repaying our  customers for the trust and confidence 

they have extended to us through the endless Research and Development (R&D) activities               

                             For the past thirty years, K-RON CO., LTD. manufacturing

division has had the privilege of supplying the "Framing

Industry" with the quality polystyrene frame moulding.

As a collateral benefit, K-RON CO., LTD. has steadfastly

attained satisfied clienteles along the way making "K-RON CO., LTD."

a recognized name by many to be the Manufacturer of quality

polystyrene frame moulding.

Its manufacturing facility is located in South Korea 

◉ Items (품목 및 제품명 등 한줄로 간단한 소개)

 PLASTIC ARITICLE POLYSTYRENE PLANK
◉ Features ◉ Specification

Polystyrene
interior 
moulding

and
panel

Since the polystyrene moulding is free of 
deformation, warping or decay due to 
moisture while wood moulding and 
MDF moulding are weak in moisture 
and deform easily, polystyrene can be 
used for diverse applications such as 
bathrooms, multi-purpose rooms and 

gymnasiums.


